Website Privacy Statement and Privacy Policy Notice
About Cookies:
Cookies ("cookies") are short text files placed on the browser of your computer by websites you visit.
Cookies will not connect to your system and will not damage your files. Cookies can be "permanent" or
"temporary" cookies. The persistent cookie is stored by the browser for a specified period of time,
unless it is previously deleted by the user; however, the temporary cookie is not stored by the browser
and is automatically deleted when the browser is closed. We also use cookies in order to make our
website work as efficiently as possible. Cookies allow a website to recognize returning users and allow us
to collect information about our users' behavior, such as which country you are logged into, what
browser software and operating system you are using, what your IP address is, and on our website which
features you used. We will not collect personally identifiable information unless you provide it
voluntarily. We use the data to improve our website, to analyze our traffic and to promote our
advertising strategy. If you do not consent to the setting of a cookie, you can do so through the settings
(disable, revoke) in your browser. In this case, the use of certain services may be restricted or prevented.

Information about Ads:
Third-party vendors, such as Google, use cookies to serve ads based on a user's previous visits to the
site. Google's use of the DART cookie allows Google and its partners to serve ads to users based on visits
to your site and other sites on the Internet.
Users can disable the use of the DART cookie by visiting the ad opt-out page. (You may also direct users
to the Network Advertising Initiative opt-out page to opt out of the use of third party cookies.) On this
site, Google provides paid links and links to visitors to the site. Visitors may opt out of some, if not all, of
the cookies on the Network Advertising Initiative's opt-out website at www.networkadvertising.org/
managing.
What is a DoubleClick DART cookie?
The DoubleClick DART cookie is used by Google to serve ads on its partners' sites, such as sites
displaying AdSense ads or participating in Google-approved ad networks. When users visit a partner's
site and either view an ad or click on an ad, a cookie may be placed in that end user's browser. The
information collected from such cookies is used to help publishers better serve and manage ads on their
websites and on the Internet.

Links to other websites:
This site provides links and links to other websites. Please note that the cookies and tracking
technologies used by other websites are not covered by our organization or company affiliated with this
website and this policy does not apply to other websites.

General Information:
The data, information and conditions appearing on the pages and sub-pages of the current user
(hereinafter referred to as "our website", "website") are provided for information purposes only, and we
are not responsible for their completeness or accuracy. We are not responsible for the information
contained on this website or any other proprietary websites accessible from our website and we do not
check the correctness, accuracy or timeliness of the content.

By viewing and downloading our website, the visitor agrees to the terms and conditions of the privacy
statement posted on our website. If you do not agree with our terms, please leave the site and do not
visit. All content on this Site is protected by copyright. Reproduction, transfer, distribution or
reproduction of all or any part of the visual or written content on our site is prohibited without the prior
written permission of our site. In addition, to make it available to the public, store it in print if it exceeds
the level of personal use.
Our website and its owner (s) are not responsible or liable for any damages resulting from the use,
deficiencies, errors, usability, malicious viruses, content, or data transmission errors of the website. In
addition, information, files, files, printed matter published by third parties which may be linked to our
website. The personal information you submit to our website, or to the contact details of this website is
used only for contact purposes. In addition, we will deliver it to the 3rd person listed on our authorized
website at the request of the visitor. The privacy policy holder is the claimant of the domain name of the
website.
By accessing our site, you agree that the affiliates and link owners listed on this site may use your
personal information for business purposes. Additional Information: Your IP address and Internet
contact information may be stored through your browser on the server's server information technology
system to generate various traffic and traffic statistics, identify malicious viruses, content, attacks, and
process data for the purpose of processing information, or to a person.

Contact:
If you have any questions, comments, or concerns about this cookie policy, our Privacy Policy, or our
website data collection procedures, please contact us at one of our contact details on our website or in
any contact forms we may have.

